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Blocking climatology
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Abstract

The main quantities used in this study are three high resolution stable isotope records from

central Greenland ice cores: Gisp2 δ2H (72.68oN, 38.58oW; elevation 3210 m) , Crete δ18O

(71.72oN; 37.72oW; elevation 2891 m) and GRIP δ18O (72.58oN; 37.64oW; elevation 3100m) .

These records cover the periods 1300–1985 (Gisp2), 553-1973 (Crete) and 551-1979 (Grip) with

annual resolution.

One-dimensional (1D) blocking frequency distribution (upper panel) shows relatively high

values in the jet-exit region of Atlantic and Pacific. Two-dimensional (2D) blocking frequency

distribution (lower panel) shows three high frequency centers in the southeastern Greenland,

UK-North Sea and Ural mountain regions. Both 1D and 2D blocking distributions are calculated

using Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) and Scherrer et al. (2006) algorithms applied to winter (DJF)

daily 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500) from Twenty Century Reanalysis (20CR), version v2c,

covering the period 1851-2014. A 5-days persistence criteria is considered both for 1D and 2D

blocking distribution. Units: percentage of blocked days with respect to total days.
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The stable isotope PC1 (y) is related with first three blocking PCs (x1,x2 and x3) through the

following linear relation: y=-3.18*x1+4.31*x2-4.23*x3 (upper panel). The ice core PC1 and

blocking PC3 are out-of-phase at ~20 yr time scales (middle panel) and in-phase at multidecadal

(>30 yr) time scales (lower panel) during the 1851-1973 period.

1D blocking frequency in the North Atlantic region (80°W-20°E) is higher during periods

characterized by positive anomalies (high values of PC1) relative to periods characterized by

negative anomalies (low values of PC1) of stable isotope from central Greenland ice cores

(upper panel). The corresponding 2D blocking frequency pattern (lower panel) is similar to EOF2

of blocking variability in the Atlantic European region. Units: percentage of blocked days with

respect to total days.

Lower values of minimum of daily minimum (TNn), maximum of daily minimum (TNx), minimum

of daily maximum (TXn) and maximum of daily maximum (TXx) summer temperature are

recorded over Europe during periods characterized by positive relative to periods characterized

by negative stable isotope anomalies in central Greenland ice cores. Indices of extreme

temperatures over western Europe, Atlantic European blocking frequency and ice core PC1

present coherent variations at ~60-70 and ~20 yr time scales (not shown). Units: °C.

The link between Greenland stable oxygen isotopes, atmospheric blocking frequency and extreme low

temperature variability at decadal to multidecadal time scales is investigated using observed and proxy

data. A composite analysis reveals that blocking activity in the Atlantic-European region (80°W-20°E) is

enhanced during periods characterized by positive relative to periods characterized by negative

anomalies of stable isotope in central Greenland ice cores. Up to 40% of decadal to multidecadal stable

isotope variability is related to the first three modes of blocking variability in the Atlantic European

region at these time scales. A singular spectrum analysis (SSA) reveals enhanced variability of stable

isotope records from central Greenland at ~60-70 yr and ~20 yr time scales. These qusiperiodic signals

in ice core records are related to similar quasiperiodic signals in the second and the third pattern of

blocking variability in the Atlantic European region. A composite analysis reveals that stable isotope

variations in central Greenland are related to a large-scale anomaly pattern of the frequency of extreme

low temperatures over Europe. These links are explained by the anomalies in the frequency of

atmospheric blocking in the North Atlantic region We argue that long-term variations of the North

Atlantic blocking frequency and the associated climate extreme indices over Europe, as derived from

observational data, can be put into a long-term perspective using central Greenland stable isotope ice

core records.
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Stable isotope PC1 (upper panel) shows enhanced decadal to multidecadal variations over

the period 1300-1973. A Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) of this time series reveals two

qusiperiodic signals at ~ 20 years (middle panel) and ~60- 70 years (lower panel). Similar

signals are identified in the blocking PC3 and PC2 during the 1871-2010 period (Rimbu et al.

2014).
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Modes of blocking variability

Multidecadal oscillations

Direction of wave breaking in blocking

The wave breaking index (WBI), as defined by Davini et al. (2012) is computed to detect

whether the blocking is associated with a cyclonic or with an anticyclonic Rossby wave

breaking (RWB). The WBI is calculated only for instantaneous blocking events using Z500 field

from 20CR v2c for the period 1851-1973. The frequency of cyclonic breaking is increased in

southeastern Greenland during periods characterized by positive relative to negative

stable isotope anomalies in central Greenland ice cores (upper left panel). Positive anticyclonic

breaking frequency anomalies over western Europe are associated with positive stable isotope

anomalies in central Greenland ice cores (upper right panel). Cyclonic (anticyclonic) breaking

dominate Greenland (European) instantaneous blocking (middle and lower panels). Units:

percentage of wave breaking days with respect to total days.

The dominant patterns of the 2D blocking frequency anomaly field (left panels) have spatial

structures similar to the corresponding blocking anomaly patterns associated with the North

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) and Scandinavian pattern,

respectively. The corresponding principal components (PCs; right panels) shows enhanced

variability at ~7 years (PC1),`~60-70 years (PC2) and ~20 years (PC3). The ~60-70 yr and ~20yr

signals were related to the AMO and solar forcing on blocking variability (Rimbu et al. 2014).

Coherent decadal to multidecadal variations are identified in central Greenland stable isotope

records, dominant modes of Atlantic European blocking frequency variability and frequency of

extreme temperatures over Europe. This suggests a possible reconstruction of blocking

frequency and associated extreme temperature over Europe using stable isotope records from

Greenland ice cores.

During instrumental period, central Greenland stable isotope ice core records, Atlantic

European blocking frequency and extreme temperatures show enhanced variability at ~20 and

~60-70 year time scales. Such oscillations dominate the variability of Greenland ice cores and

possible the blocking frequency and associated extreme temperatures over Europe during the

last millennium.
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